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1.  Giovanni ANSELMO. 
116 Particolari visibili e misurabili di INFINITO. 
Turin. Gian Enzo Sperone. 1975. 
(20.2 x 20.4 cm). pp. (236). Original white card wrappers. 
“116 pages are 116 visible and measurable parts of INFINITO, conceived as an enlarged 
written word. The sequence order of the pages is, from top left in a clockwise direction for each 
of the first seven letters, a corner, a part of a side, a corner, a part of a side, and so on, 
finishing with the centre. Where the inner corners of the letters are concave, their relative 
convex corners are considered. The last nine pages are respectively the four extreme parts 
(top, bottom, right, left) of the outer circumference, the same four parts of the inner 
circumference and the centre of the letter O (from artist’s introductory text). Edition of 1,000 
unnumbered copies.  
[Ref. Giorgio Maffei - Arte Povera 1966-1980. Books and documents, p. 42]. 
$ 1100 
 



 
 

 
 
 
2.  John BALDESSARI. 
John Baldessari. Works 1982-1991. 
Paris. Galerie Marian Goodman. 2006. 
(76 x 58 cm). Printed colour poster, folded with resultant creases and wear. 
Large poster accompanying Baldessari’s exhibition at Marian Goodman’s Paris gallery, March-
April 2006. 
$ 65 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
3.  John BALDESSARI. 
Four Events and Reactions. 
Florence. Centro Di. 1975. 
(12.5 x 17.6 cm). pp. (52). Original black wrappers, with minor wear to edges. 
Artist’s book published on the occasion of the exhibition held at the Stedelijk Museum, 
Amsterdam, from November 21st, 1975, through January 4th, 1976. With black-and-white 
photographs showing a woman’s reaction to four events: 1. Putting a Finger in Milk, 2. 
Touching A Cactus, 3. Putting out a Cigarette, 4. Pushing a plate off a Table.  
This copy INSCRIBED in 1977 by Baldessari along the bottom edge the second page.  
[Ref. Künstler Bücher I, Krefelder Kunstmuseen 1993, no.4, p.11]. 
$ 550 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
4.  John BALDESSARI. 
Throwing a Ball Once to Get Three Melodies and Fifteen Chords. 
Art Gallery University of California Irvine / Regents of the University of California, Irvine. 1975. 
(20.4 x 25.2 cm). [16 unnumbered leaves]. Leaf with title and copyright verso and 15 four-
colour plates each printed recto only, publishing details to final leaf verso. Original publisher's 
blue / grey printed wrappers with title to front cover in black. Mild sunning to spine, and brown 
specks on front cover. 
John Baldessari's artist book of sequential performance photographs.  Published in conjunction 
with a 1973 University of California, Irvine exhibition, the book contains fifteen photographic 
images of Baldessari in the process of throwing a projectile, each superimposed with coloured 
musical staves to create three melodies and fifteen chords. From the edition limited to 2,500 
copies. This copy INSCRIBED in 1977 by Baldessari along the bottom edge the title page. 
[Ref. Künstler Bücher I, Krefelder Kunstmuseen 1993, no.5, p.11]. 
$ 650 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
5.  Carlo BELLOLI. 
Original visual poem – “non sognare / donne / nude”. (1960). 
Sheet (20 x 21 cm). 
The simple poem, written as a triangle in red pen, is signed and dated by Belloli (Basel, 
septembre ‘60). Drawn on the letterhead paper of Carl Laszlo and his Editions Panderma, the 
poem is additionally annotated as the “manoscritto originale edito in poesia dal futurismo ad 
oggi roma 1960”. 
$ 950 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
6.  Joseph BEUYS. 
Beuys. [Katalog Museum Münchengladbach]. 
Städtisches Museum Münchengladbach. 1967. 
Catalogue-box, (20 x 16 x 3 cm); felt piece, 19.5 x 15.5 x 1 cm, stamped with oil paint 
(Browncross). 
In 1967, the Museum Münchengladbach staged the first public survey of Beuys’s art. With no 
funds available to publish a traditional, bound catalogue, Beuys instead produced an 
inexpensive box in which a range of materials could be placed. Inside this box-cum-catalogue, 
he laid an exhibition checklist, two folded strips of card and a small sheet of felt that was 



stamped with his name and a red cross. On one side of each strip of card, he printed 
photographs of his past work. The reverse side featured texts by Johannes Cladders and Hans 
Strelow describing his art. The felt sheet, meanwhile, was itself a small work of art. Produced 
in an edition of 330 copies, the Münchengladbach catalogue was so well-received that the 
museum used the format for later exhibitions, producing 33 additional boxes with other artists 
in the decade that followed.  
[Ref. Schellmann - Joseph Beuys. The Multiples, no. 5]. 
$ 5500 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
7.  George BRECHT. 
Six ‘Event Scores’ with original mailing envelope. (1963). 
Many of Brecht’s scores were used in mail art events between 1961 and '63, typeset on white 
card of different sizes. The reliance on bullet points (•) separating the performances from their 
title was a feature that remained consistent.  
The six scores sent to Hansjoachim Dietrich of Kalender Verlag either tend towards describing 
the temporary creation of assemblages: such as Six Exhibits, or Exhibit Seven (Clock), both 
dated Summer 1961; or describe specific event performances (Two Vehicle Events, Three 
Telephone Events); or the cards are more personal and abstract: such as (Allow water to drip 
on this illustration), or Impossible Effort (This clear upon waking from a dreamless sleep I 
consider a gift for La Monte Young). Brecht has written his name and return Metuchen N.J. 
address on the original manila envelope. 
$ 450 



 
 
 
 
8.  George BRECHT. 
Original work: “The breathing hills”. (1963). 
(15.6 x 13.5 cm). 
A unique work by Brecht. Consists of a piece of card, partially wrapped in coloured tissue 
paper which is fixed to the card with four sections of brown masking tape along each side. 
Brecht has written in pen along each section of tape: “the breathing hills  27 IX / Diter Rot just 
visited / said you wanted some pieces / for Kalender,  Regards George”. In the centre of the 
card is mounted a small collage, an image of a cat with a ball of wool. 
$ 5000 



 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9.  Claus BREMER. 
Original typed visual poem – 
‘Klares’. (c.1965). 
Single sheet (29.6 x 21 cm). 
In 1958 dramatist and poet Claus 
Bremer (1924-1996) began designing 
new approaches to theatre 
performance in Darmstadt and Ulm, 
which he developed in conjunction with 
the “open form” in music, the 
interactive methods of kinetic art and 
the text constellations of concrete 
poetry. 
$ 400 

10.  CORNEILE. 
Corneille. 
Paris. Galerie Colette Allendy. 1954. 
(16 x 12.4 cm). pp. (12). Black-and-
white illustrations. Original wrappers, 
stapled. With some underling of text in 
pen. 
Exhibition catalogue, limited to 1000 
numbered copies. This copy signed by 
Corneille on the title page. 
$ 65 



 
 
 
 
11.  Hanne DARBOVEN. 
One Century. Dedicated to Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. 
Ghent. Imschoot, Uitgevers for IC. 1988. 
(22 x 15.5 cm). pp. (246). Publisher’s cloth, colour printed dust-jacket. Published in an edition 
of 1,000 copies, with this one of 25 deluxe hardback copies, numbered and signed with the 
artist’s initials on the initial blank page.  
The work One Century, which exists as nearly 900 mainly typewritten A4 pages, was created 
in 1971 by Darboven. The main section is a purely mathematical visualisation of a century 
starting from the year 00 through 99. The whole century is divided into twelve months, each of 
them corresponding to the twelve months in 1971 when Darboven actually worked on the 
project. The months, or chapters, are separated by vignettes, numbered from I - XII, 
silhouettes of the kind that was popular in the 19th century, with motifs from fairy tales or folk 
songs. In 1982, to mark the 150th century of Goethe's death, Hanne Darboven supplemented 
the Century with a section specifically dedicated to Goethe, quoting the Grosser Brockhaus 
Encyclopaedia, on the life and work of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.  
This artist’s book reprints four A4 pages to one A5 page - and thus condensing Darboven’s 
text. 
$ 900 



 
 
 
 
12.  Peter DOWNSBROUGH. 
Within (Time). 
Ghent. Imschoot, Uitgevers for IC. 1999. 
(21 x 14.8 cm). pp. (128). Publisher's stiff wrappers. 
Artist book based on a project originally executed by Downsbrough in 1987, featuring 
photographs of a woman rotating 360 degrees and overlaid by a similarly rotating line. 
This one of 30 copies, signed and numbered by Downsbrough on the inside back cover.  
[Ref. Moritz Küng - Peter Downsbrough. The Books, 1968-2010, no. 61, p. 173]. 
$ 400 



 
 
 
13. Hans-Peter FELDMANN. 
Eine Stadt: Essen. 
Essen. Museum Folkwang. 1977. 
(20.5 x 15 cm). pp. (172). Offset black-and-white reproductions of 318 photographs. 
Publisher’s yellow wrappers, title printed in black on front cover and spine. 
Feldmann spent a period of over six weeks in Essen and the surrounding Ruhr district, 
travelling by car and taking hundreds of black-and-white photographs. As usual Feldmann did 
not select any spectacular images for the 318 photographs used in the book. Instead, we are 
presented with blurred photographs, overcast images that reflect the artist’s reality: 
nondescript housing blocks, disjointed views of parked cars, empty fields, electricity pylons, 
randomly angled close-ups, and other general scenes of mundanity.  
[Ref. Hans Dickel, Künstlerbücher mit Photographie seit 1960, p. 91; Werner Lippert, 
Feldmann: Das Museum im Kopf, p. 100]. 
$ 900 



 
 
 
14.  Robert FILLIOU. 
Couvre-chef(s) d'oeuvres - Galerie Légitime. (1961). 
Single circular rubber stamp on folded sheet. 
‘This stamp I used, I think was in 1961. At the time, I had the idea to have a gallery, to open 
my own gallery. I opened a gallery called Galerie Légitime in my cap. I had a stamp made, that 
said Galerie Légitime couvre chef d'oeuvre. It's something in French that has a double 
meaning this sentence, couvre chef d'oeuvre. It means two things: it covers up a masterpiece, 
that is it covers up the head, it covers up the brain, (it's all in the brain anyway). It means also, 
covering up works, couvre chef - hat, over works - couvre chef d'oeuvre”. (Robert Filliou 
describing his stamp). 
$ 125 
 
 
15.  Robert FILLIOU. 
Couvre-chef(s) d'oeuvres - Galerie Légitime. (1961). 
(5.6 x 11.2 cm). 
Single circular rubber stamp on small cut section of paper with a printed list of French public 
commissions and study centres.  
This example works as some form of certificate, with Filliou writing the initials “G.L.” alongside 
the stamp in red pen. 
$ 195 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
16.  Holmer FOLKE (curator). 
Konkret Realism. Baertling, Jacobsen, Mortensen. 
Stockholm. Liljevalchs Konsthall. 1956. 
(28 x 21.5 cm). pp. 79. With 6 tipped-in screenprinted plates, and numerous black-and-white 
photographic illustrations. Publisher’s colour wrappers. 
Konkret Realism exhibition catalogue published in collaboration between the Liljevalchs 
Konsthall and Galerie Denise René in March 1956. Includes two screenprints each by Olle 
Bærtling, Richard Mortensen, and Robert Jacobsen. Printed in 2700 copies. Screenprints 
printed by the Selecta Ateljén, Bjørn Hemberg, Stockholm. With essays on Olle Bærtling 
(Oscar Reutersvärd), Robert Jacobsen (Rolf Söderberg) and Richard Mortensen (Karl G. 
Hulten). 
$ 85 



 

 
 
 
 
17.  Richard HAMILTON. 
Polaroid Portraits Vol. 2. 
Stuttgart, London, Reykjavik. Edition Hansjorg Mayer. 1978. 
(16.5 x 12.5 cm). Publisher’s plain grey cloth, with dust-jacket. 
The second of a series of volumes with productions of thirty-two Polaroids of Hamilton by his 
artist friends. The photographers, including John Lennon, Merce Cunningham, Sam Francis, 
and Marcel Broodthaers, composed their shots as they wished. These books are small and 
devoid of text other than the name of the artist taking the picture and the year it was taken. On 
the cover was a list of all the artists contained in the book. 
$ 150 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
18.  Dick HIGGINS. 
The Tart or Miss America. (1962). 
(27.7 x 21.6 cm). 
Three mimeographed typed sheets on blue paper. Folded and taped for mailing. Stamped 
“Richard C. Higgins, 423 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y." 
The Tart is a suspension play in Jefferson's Birthday which was produced at the Sunnyside 
Gardens Boxing Arena in Queensboro, New York. Higgins accepted John Cage's dictum very 
early that a performance work did not exist until it was performed. Thus, when his Jefferson's 
Birthday/Postface (1964) appeared, with Something Else Press, Higgins arranged to perform 
three of the works in it at Sunnyside Gardens Boxing Arena in Queens, New York. These 
sheets print the early revised version of the text, dated June 17th, 1962. It appears to lack the 
first sheet and thus provides 25 of the 30 short speeches of the play. 
$ 240 
 
 
 
 
 
 



19.  KALENDER MAGAZINE. 
A complete set of Kalender magazine. Nos. 1 – 8/9. (All published). 
Wuppertal. Verlag Kalender (Hansjoachim Dietrich & Bernd Ebeling). 1960. 
 
As well as going on to publish several landmark books and texts under their imprint Verlag 
Kalender, Hansjoachim Dietrich and Bernd Ebeling began their collaboration by publishing 
their own magazine, which in turn provided them with an outlet for their own artistic 
endeavours. 
[No complete institutional holdings found worldwide. WorldCat lists only the first issue at 
Hofstra University Library, NY]. 
 
 

 
 
 
Nr. 1 (1960) 
(27 x 21.7 cm). 
Screenprinted wrappers, with hand-painted additions, signed in pencil by Bernd Ebeling on the 
rear cover. Rubber-stamped by both artists on inner front flap, Kalender stamp on rear flap. 
Contents, loose as issued, consist of a woodcut illustration printed on brown paper, and an 
original black-and-white photograph, both signed in pencil by Dietrich. 



 
 
 
Nr. 2 & 3 
(27.5 x 21.1 cm). 
Large woodcut by Dietrich, printed on cream paper, and folded to produce the wrappers. The 
print is signed in pencil by Dietrich, with the artists two red stamps. The contents, loose as 
issued, consist of three sections of card designed by Ebeling, each with similar cut-out 
sections. Two of the cards have green stenciled hand-painted additions. Each of the three 
sheets are signed in pencil by Ebeling. 



 
 
 
Nr. 4 / 5 / 6 
(31.5 x 20.5 cm). 
Original cream wrappers, with woodcut design by Ebeling, signed in pencil along lower edge of 
front cover. The number of the issue in rubber-stamped on the rear cover alongside the 
Kalender stamp. Contents consist of a double-page woodcut printed on grey paper, signed in 
pencil by Dietrich. 



 
 
 
Nr. 7 
(27 x 21 cm). 
Original cardboard front cover, deliberately torn and ripped, with collage elements and hand-
painted with black paint. Signed in pencil by Dietrich. The issue is stencil-numbered ‘7’ on the 
front cover in white paint, alongside the Kalender ink stamp. Verso with the two artist stamps. 
Rear cover of plain black card. Inside is an original work by Ebeling consisting of a single sheet 
of orange card, with cut-out sections, coloured pencil drawing, and painted stencil additions. 
Accompanied by a smaller piece of cream card, rubber-stamped and with a signed pen and ink 
drawing by Ebeling. 



 
 
 
 
Nr. 8 & 9 
(64 x 43 cm) unfolded. 
A large poster printed on thin cream paper, folded four times as issued, and presented within 
the original orange paper wrap-around obi (the two artists stamps on the obi). 
The poster, printed single side only, is illustrated with numerous woodcuts by both Dietrich and 
Ebeling, and the artists have each signed the sheet twice in pencil. 
 
$ 9,000 for the set 
 
 



 

 
 
 
20.  Allan KAPROW. 
Fluids. A Happening by Allan Kaprow. (1967). 
(48 x 36 cm). 
Black print on tan paper, folded for mailing. Offset lithograph. 
An announcement poster, addressed to Hansjoachim Dietrich, stamped and postmarked on 
reverse. Kaprow’s Happening FLUIDS involved constructing enclosures with ice blocks at 
various locations in Pasadena and Los Angeles. Kaprow recruited participants using billboards 
that displayed the FLUIDS score: “During three days, about twenty rectangular enclosures of 
ice blocks (measuring about 30 feet long, 10 wide and 8 high) are built throughout the city. 
Their walls are unbroken. They are left to melt”. Commissioned by the Pasadena Art Museum, 
October 10, 1967. 
$ 325 



 
 
 
21.  Allan KAPROW. 
Moving. A Happening by Allan Kaprow (for Milan Knizak). (1967). 
(46 x 35.5 cm). 
Black print on tan paper, folded for mailing. Offset lithograph. 
An announcement poster, addressed to Hansjoachim Dietrich, stamped and postmarked on 
reverse. Moving (for Milan Knizak) was a four-day happening in which “old furniture is obtained 
and pushed through the streets to (unused) houses. The furniture is installed.” 
Commissioned by Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, Nov. 29 - Dec. 2, 1967. 
$ 250 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

22.  Arthur KÖPCKE. 
Reading Work Piece no. 10 - “fill with your own imagination”. (1962). 
(9 x 11.5 cm). 
Typewriting on slim section of brown paper, affixed to verso of rubberstamped and cut-out 
offset printed card. 
Characteristic of Köpcke’s visual language was the alternating use of empty spaces and 
textual or visual signs in his work. With textual and visual questions and instructions (Fill: 
With Your Own Imagination) he tried to remove the beholder from a passive attitude. Thus 
here, he cuts a section out from the centre of a piece of card, and in its place hangs the 
strip of paper: typed with the text “fill with your own imagination”.  
[See MoMA New York object 2294.2008 for another example]. 
$ 300 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
23.  Les KRIMS. 
Porsche Rainbows. 
Buffalo, NY. Self-published. 1973. 
Each photo (8.8 x 12.6 cm). 
On a sunny afternoon in 1973, artist Ellen Carey sprayed Krims’s new yellow Porsche with 
water from a hose, creating small rainbows which Krims then photographed. The work is 
deadpan, and straightforward. This is a complete set of the 12 machine-processed colour 
photographs, each housed in their own individual hand-stamped glassine envelope.  Printed at 
a drive-thru one-hour photo lab, in an edition of 65 sets, with the first photo signed and 
numbered in pen by Krims on the verso. 
$ 950 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
24.  Bob LAW. 
16 Drawings. 
London. Lisson Publications. 1971. 
(20.5 x 27.7 cm). pp. (34). Publisher’s brown wrappers, with cover photo by Alan Power. 
Artist’s book published to accompany Bob Law’s exhibition at the Lisson Gallery. In 1959, Bob 
Law, a founding father of British Minimalism lay in a Cornish field and wondered how to 
describe the space he was in. His solution was a series of drawings in which figurative 
elements, such as trees or houses, are arranged along a doddery pencil line at the perimeter 
of the paper. A year later, Law had distilled this approach to his signature device: the 
rectangular perimeter alone, bounding empty space, sometimes accompanied by a date, a title 
or his name, always in block capitals. Eight of the sixteen drawings reproduced in the book are 
of this type, whilst the remaining eight have the rectangular perimeter filled in, so as to virtually 
obscure the drawing’s date.   
[Ref. Germano Celant - Book as Artwork 1960/1972, p. 88]. 
$ 250 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
25.  Sol LEWITT. 
Piramidi.  
Turin. Galleria Marco Noire. 1986. 
(18 x 13 cm). Title page & colophon page; with one 4-part colour foldout, and one black-and-
white 4-part foldout. Loose as issued in publisher’s thick cardboard wrappers, with title 
screenprinted on front cover. 
Artist book, published in an edition of 150 numbered copies. This book is not to be confused 
with the more common larger-format LeWitt artist book of the same title, also published by 
Marco Noire in 1986 (limited to 400 copies).  
[Ref. Giorgio Maffei & Emanuele de Donno - Sol LeWitt Artist’s Books, p. 116]. 
$ 1500 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
26.  Roy LICHTENSTEIN. 
Mailed envelope with collage of postage stamps. (1968). 
(21 x 28.5 cm). 
Empty envelope (contents now lost), mailed by Dorothy Herzka on behalf of her husband Roy 
Lichtenstein, from the artist’s studio on the 4th floor of 190 Bowery in New York City. The 
postage stamps arranged on the front of the envelope, featuring Apollo astronauts and a 
spacecraft, form a distinctive Pop art collage. 
$ 450 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
27.  Norbert LYNTON et al. 
Systems.  
London. Arts Council of Great Britain. 1972. 
(25 x 25 cm). pp. 61. Black-and-white illustrations throughout. Original white card wrappers, 
with titles printed in black. Slight uneven browning to covers, otherwise good. 
Catalogue from the exhibition which travelled around Great Britain to 11 cities between March 
1972 and May 1973. Includes a preface by Norbert Lynton, an introduction by Stephen Bann, 
and works by Richard Allen, John Ernest, Malcolm Hughes, Colin Jones, Michael Kidner, Peter 
Lowe, James Moyes, David Saunders, Geoffrey Smedley, Jean Spencer, Jeffrey Steele, and 
Gillian Wise Ciobotaru. Laid in handout from The Whitechapel Art Gallery. 
Systems was a group of artists formed in 1969. One focus for these artists was a belief that 
following a rational, systematic, procedure (often based in mathematics) to make artwork was 
often as important, if not more so than the finished object. This theory influenced their work in 
different mediums from painting to sculpture. Tate Britain exhibited a rehang of the original 
Systems exhibit in 2016. 
$ 150 
 
 

 

28.  Claes OLDENBURG. 
Claes Oldenburg. An exhibition organized by 
the Museum of Modern Art, New York, under 
the auspices of the International Council of 
the Museum. 
London. The Arts Council of Great Britain. 1970. 
(27.8 x 21.5 cm). pp. 76. Colour and black-and-
white illustrations. Original printed wrappers. 
Catalogue published to accompany the exhibition 
at the Tate Gallery, London, June-August 1970. 
This copy signed by Oldenburg in red pen on the 
front cover.  
$ 95 



 
 
 
29.  Claes OLDENBURG. 
Typed letter, with mailing envelope and vintage photograph. (1963). 
Sheet (28 x 21.5 cm). 
“June 22, 1963. Dear Hansjoachim, I gave Vostell several photos of my work and of 
happenings which he brought back to Europe. Can you borrow these from him or do you want 
some others? Write me directly at the address below: Yours, Claes Oldenburg. Store 107 E. 
2nd St. New York 9, N.Y. U.S.A.” 
Oldenburg has signed the letter in blue pen. Together with the original mailing envelope with 
imprint of the artist’s Ray Gun Manufacturing Company. Also present is a vintage black-and-
white photograph (17.5 x 23.5 cm) of an early painted ceramic ‘coffee cup and saucer’ by 
Oldenburg. The photo is torn and creased and has been mounted on card. This is 
accompanied by a further typed letter from Oldenburg, dated October 3, 1963, “Here is another 
copy of the coffee cup if you can still use it. If you can’t use it, will you give it to Vostell to bring 
back .. I am in California now and I may stay here through the winter, It is a place full of 
inspiration." Dietrich was to use the photograph in his book, Kalender 63, Pop Art do-it-
yourself. 
$ 950 



 
 

 
 



 
 
 
30.  Nam June PAIK. 
Unique mail art postcard – “university for avantgarde-HINDUISM”. (1963). 
Irregular dimensions (10 x 10.5 cm). 
Paik has utilised a tourist postcard with a colour photographic image of the Temple of Victory 
in Athens. He has then torn and cut the edges of the postcard, dramatically reducing it in size, 
and in doing so, forming an irregular shaped card. On the front of the postcard is glued a 
section of paper with the red-stamped title of the “university for avantgarde-HINDUISM|”, with 
Paik drawing an arrow in blue ink pointing from this collaged text to the image of the Greek 
temple. On the verso of the card Paik has written Dietrich’s address, as well as further 
stamping the card in red ink, “Monthly Review of University for Avantgarde Hinduism N.J. Paik 
Fluxus-A”. The card was mailed to Düsseldorf from Athens on the April 30, 1963. 
$ 1800 
 
 

 



 
 
 
31.  Nam June PAIK. 
Original mail art - One Yen Coin. (1963). 
(11.5 x 16 cm). 
A one yen coin glued to the centre of a single small sheet of paper. With original mailing 
envelope on which Paik has stamped his “Monthly Review of University for Avangarde 
Hinduism N.J. Paik Fluxus-A”, and affixed the Düsseldorf address of Hansjoachim Dietrich. 
Mailed from Tokyo on 13 November 1963.  
The coin could be a token taken from Paik's Prepared Piano, an instrument that had been 
staged for a new sound experience in early Paik performances throughout 1963. The piano 
was augmented by the artist with buttons, toy cars, nails, coins, handles, motors, cans and an 
array of additional material. Paik may also be commentating on the uproar surrounding Genpei 
Akasegawa’s 1000-yen note incident of the same year. 
$ 1200 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
33.  Victor PASMORE. 
Victor Pasmore.  
Zürich. Galerie Charles Lienhard. 1963. 
(29.7 x 24 cm). Black-and-white illustrations throughout. Original printed wrappers, stapled. 
Exhibition catalogue. This copy with a loosely inserted handwritten letter from Pasmore (dated 
24 January 1963), written on the headed paper of the Hotel Plaza Zürich. In the letter Pasmore 
acknowledges the success of the Zürich exhibition, noting that several works are already sold 
or on reserve. He has gone on to mark up the catalogue in pencil with the names of the 
individual purchasers. 
$ 180 
 
 

 

32.  Nam June PAIK. 
Telegram sent by Paik to 
Hansjoachim Dietrich. (1974). 
(14.8 x 21 cm). 
Message reads: “Please send 
Xerox copy of Calendar 1963 by 
Airmail Express Nam June Paik 
155 Bank Street Apartment A. 512 
New York New York 10014”. 
$ 275 



 
 
 
34.  Ben PATTERSON & Phillipe HIQUILY. 
Das Ewige Museum. (1962). 
A seemingly undocumented collaboration between the Fluxus perfomer and composer Ben 
Patterson, and the French sculptor Philippe Hiquily. Consists of a photostat of a signed 
drawing of a catapult designed by Hiquily with his annotations. Accompanied by a half-sheet of 
paper, with typed explanatory note in German: “Das Ewige Museum. Kunst-objekte alle art 
(bilder, plastiken, romane, gedichte, kontrabässe, musikalische sägen, die haare einer 
geliebten, der zorn eines tenors, u.s.w.) werden mit diesem katapult in verschiedene weltraum-
kreisbahnen geschickt. Dabei wird eine ewige und grandiose ausstellung entstehen, sichtbar 
für die ganze himmlische, wie auch weltliche bevölkerung durch beleuchtung von sonne, mond 
und kernexplosionen. Der katapult wird an dem rand eines tiefen gewässers aufgestellt, für 
den fall eines misserfolgs des schusses. Intendant und general-direktor: benjamin patterson. 
technischer berater: philippe hiquily”. (translated): The Eternal Museum. Art objects all art 
(pictures, sculptures, romances, poems, double bass, musical saws, the hair of a beloved, the 
wrath of a tenor, etc.) are sent with this catapult into different circles of outer space. An eternal 
and grandiose exhibition will be created, visible to the entire heavens as well as the secular 
population, by the illumination of the sun, moon and nuclear explosions. The catapult is placed 
on the edge of deep water, in the event of a failure of the shot. Director and general director: 
Ben Patterson. Technical consultant: Philippe Hiquily. 
$ 850 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

35.  Jasia REICHARDT (introduction). 
Ventures.  
London. Arts Council of Great Britain. 1967. 
(30 x 10.5 cm) folded. Six black-and-white 
illustrations, biographies, texts by the artists; 
22 item catalogue, foreword and notes by 
Jasia Reichardt. Six-panel folding sheet. 
Exhibiting artists: Clive Barker, Mark Boyle, 
Barry Flanagan, Peter Green, Michael 
Harvey, Colin Lanceley, John Latham, 
Richard Loncraine. “…ventures into the 
realms of assemblage, junk sculpture, object-
making and machines”. Exhibition which 
travelled around the UK in 1967, organised 
by the Art Council. 
$ 200 

36.  Jasia REICHARDT (editor). 
Cybernetic Serendipity. The computer 
and the arts. 
London. Studio International. 1968. 
(30.5 x 24.4 cm). pp. 104, (2). Black-and-
white illustrations throughout. Publisher’s 
wrappers. Wear and loss to spine, staining 
to covers and outer edge of pages. A 
reference, rather than a collector’s copy. 
Cybernetic Serendipity was the first large 
international exhibition of electronic, 
cybernetic, and computer art. It took place at 
the Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA) in 
London, from 2 August to 20 October 1968. 
This special issue of Studio International 
magazine was printed as a catalogue for the 
exhibition. 
$ 100 



 
 
 
37.  Mimmo ROTELLA. 
Handwritten letter in blue pen, on single side of folded sheet. (1964). 
Sheet (28 x 22 cm). 
“Rome, 13 february, 1964. Dear Hansjoachim, finally today I’ve got your Kalendar-book - You 
sent it to me to the wrong address as you can see on the acclosing [sic] paper - Anyhow I 
found it now - my compliments to you; because your book is very interesting. Thank you very 
much. I hope to see you in Paris the first days of March where I’ll have a show of my new work 
at the Galerie J or in Venice where I show in a room at the Biennale. Thank you again and best 
wishes, Rotella”.  
Together with this letter, Rotella also sent two black-and-white photographs of his de-collage 
paintings (each 22 x 17 cm), one of the “La Tigre” (1962), and the other of “The Cup of Coffee” 
(1962). Rotella has signed each of the photographs on their versos, as well as writing out their 
details. 
$ 795 



 
 
 
38.  Dieter ROTH. 
Original stupidogramme mail art. (1964). 
(14 x 23.4 cm). 
Consists of a single sheet with Roth’s central printed stupidogramme design, folded and taped 
for mailing. On the front with Hansjoachim Dietrich’s mailing address and franked stamp, recto 
with Roth’s contemporary U.S. address, “exp. diter rot at norman ives’ 1146 chapel street  new 
haven conn u s a". 
$ 850 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 
39.  Dieter ROTH. 
Zeitschrift für Alles / Review for Everything / Timarit fyrir Allt. Nos. 1 - 10A & 10B. (All 
published). 
Stuttgart / Mols / Basel. Edition Hansjörg Mayer / Dieter Roth Verlag. 1975 - 1987. 
Each (23 x 17 cm). Number of pages varies widely from 32 to 330 pages for the first 7 
numbers and increases to 590 to 1252 pages for the numbers 8-10. Original printed wrappers. 
11 volumes, complete set. 
Founded and edited by Dieter Roth; the review "...will not only accept & print everything but will 
accept & print everything by everybody". Limited edition of 500 for the complete set.  
Dieter Roth’s Review for Everything ran from 1975-1987 and observed a completely open 
submission policy in which every contribution was accepted, integrated into the magazine’s 
unrefined aesthetic in which the artworks’ details could more easily be discerned, and 
published. As a result of Roth’s editorial munificence, the magazine grew in size with every 
issue and ultimately became too expensive to print.  The issues are profusely illustrated and 
contain examples of concrete and visual poetry. Contributions by Dieter Roth, John Furnival, 
K.B. Schäuffelen, F. Achleitner, H. Cibulka, D. Steiger, H. Eisendle, K. Renner, G. Brus, K. 
Riha, K. Bayer, B. Mattheus, amongst others.  Submissions range from photographs, to poetry 
(most of which is in German), to musical scores, to pornographic advertisements. Covers 
designed by Uwe Lohrer.   
[Ref. Archiv Sohm, p. 70, 156; Gwen Allen – Artists’ Magazines. An alternative space for art, p. 
292; Dirk Dobke – Dieter Roth. Books + Multiple, pp. 226-7]. 
$ 1200 



 
 
 
 
40.  Dieter ROTH & Richard HAMILTON. 
Interfaces. 
Basel. Roth’s Verlag. 1988. 
(18 x 11 cm). pp. (240), each with offset colour illustration. Two volumes bound together with 
an interconnecting butterfly wrapper, as issued. Cardboard slipcase with stamped message: 
“Interfaces, nur echt mit diesem Stempel & Signatur des Verlegers auf dem Pappgehäuse!” 
(Interfaces, only genuine with this stamp & signature of the publisher on the cardboard box!). 
In July 1977, Dieter Roth arrived in Cadaqués, where Richard Hamilton spent his summers. 
Upon arrival, he took a sketchbook and started to apply all kinds of materials such as pencil, 
ink, salami, cigarette butts and the remains of sea urchins. After, he passed the pages to 
Hamilton to see if he wanted to continue working on them, as they had done on other 
occasions. Hamilton commissioned from a carpenter 60 pieces of wood the size of the 
notebook pages, painted them white, stuck Roth’s creations on them and continued working. 
Thus Interfaces was born. Roth suggested that they photographed themselves trying to appear 
as in the paintings. The photographic sessions took place in London a few months later. 



Hamilton filtered the negatives to achieve a resemblance with the paintings, which were 
presented as triptychs that could be combined in different ways depending on whether the right 
or left panels were open or closed.  
The circulation of Interfaces amounted to 500 copies, but most examples were destroyed 
because of bookbinding defects. According to Dobke (Dieter Roth Books and Editions) only a 
few copies survived, mostly given away to friends. This copy signed in pencil by Roth as ‘Der 
Verleger’ on the slipcase, as is the norm, with the copy additionally marked as an hors 
commerce copy.  
[Ref. Dirk Dobke - Dieter Roth Books + Multiples, p. 221]. 
$ 1500 
 
 

 



 
 
 
41.  Gerhard RÜHM. 
Original typo-poem. (c.1964). 
(29. 7 x 21 cm). 
Typed down the vertical centre line of a single sheet. 
Rühm’s poetry exhibits a confluence of mediums: the phonic and typographic transformations 
of Dada, the composition of visual poetry, and the phonemic transcriptions of Futurism. His 
word play challenges meaning via shifts within the word itself, while calling attention to the way 
in which slight phonemic modifications, collisions, or separations challenge morphemic and 
semantic constructions. The reduplication of verbal patterns is characteristic of Rühm’s work, 
and demonstrates his attempt to use conventional language to articulate something other than 
what it normally signifies. 
$ 300 



 
 
 
42.  Gerhard RÜHM. 
rhythmus r. 
Mörbisch. Self-published by the artist. 1958. 
(24 x 15.4 cm). pp. (28). Publisher's wrappers, gummed spine; glassine jacket. 
rhythmus r is a key work of Gerhard Rühm, a program of linguistic concretism implemented 
consistently through all the senses. This printed version uses the mechanical flexibility of the 
typewriter and communicates the associative content of the written word by the spatial 
arrangement of words beginning with the letter 'R'. When read, the eye wanders up and down 
the pages, columns of R-words are printed close to page edges, the leitmotif of regen rauscht 
or 'rain rushing' cascading to the page sides. The acoustic recorded version is loud - Rühm 
producing torrents of rain, paper tears, with listeners following the 'R' verb series "rauscht reibt 
rast" (Roar, rub, rest). With the artist book, Rühm has also attempted to produce a similar 
acoustic sensation with one of the pages being a sheet of abrasive pink sandpaper. The 
printing on the verso of the sandpaper sheet reportedly resulted in numerous production 
problems, which means that the book remains a Rühm rarity. The book is dedicated in print to 
Oswald Weiner on the front cover. 
$ 800 



 
 
 
43.  Tomas SCHMIT. 
Typed letter on half sheet of folded tracing paper. (1964). 
Signed in red pencil by Tomas Schmit. In order to mail the note to Dietrich, Schmit has used 
Stanley Brouwn’s Use This Brouwn paper bag as the envelope. This rubber-stamped bag was 
originally included in Vostell’s magazine Dé-coll/Age No.4. 
$ 650 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
45.  George SEGAL. 
Remembrance of Marcel. 
New York. Experiments in Art and Technology (E.A.T.). 1973. 
(18 x 18 cm). Color lithograph and screenprint on a heavy paper sleeve containing one 7-inch 
vinyl recording disc with colour xerographed labels. 
Originally issued in the portfolio The New York Collection for Stockholm, George Segal's 33 
RPM vinyl record and sleeve documents the artist's personal memories of Marcel Duchamp, 
who died in 1968. Segal's admiration for Duchamp was returned by the older artist, who 
observed that "With Segal, it's not a matter of the found object, it's the chosen object” (quote 
printed on sleeve).  
Limited to 300 copies, numbered and signed in pen by Segal on the rear of the record sleeve. 
This one of 25 artist proof copies. 
$ 950 
 
 

 

44. Tomas SCHMIT. 
Fünfte Soiree. 28. Mai: Tomas Schmit. (1965). 
(14.7 x 10.4 cm). 
Announcement card for Schmit’s performance at Galerie 
René Block, Berlin, the artist’s first one-man perfomance. 
$ 120 



 

 
 
 
 
 
46.  Ileana SONNABEND. 
Postcard of Roy Lichtenstein’s Whaam! painting. (1963). 
(9 x 13.8 cm). 
Message from Sonnabend to Hansjoachim Dietrich handwritten on verso of card, “Dear Mr 
Dietrich, this is the only photo of Whaam! I have at present … For photos of Jim Dine you 
could write to Sidney Janis". 
Dietrich was to use the image on the front of this postcard in his book, Kalender 63, Pop Art 
do-it-yourself (1963). 
$ 200 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 
 
47.  Wolf VOSTELL. 
Postcard sent by Wolf Vostell from New York. (1963). 
(8.8 x 13.9 cm). 
The postcard shows a photographic image of New York’s Times Square, with a billboard on 
the right-hand side advertising a brand of cigarettes. Vostell has drawn a speech bubble from 
the advert, “Hier konnt rauch raus” (Here you can smoke outside). With a note from Vostell to 
Hansjoachim Dietrich written on the verso. 
Wolf Vostell produced numerous projects in New York during the period 1963-64. His first 
public show of TV works took place from May 22-June 8, 1963 in New York at the private, non-
commercial Smolin Gallery Wolf Vostell & Television Decollage & Decollage Posters & 
Comestible Decollage.  
$ 900 
 
 

 



 
 
 
48.  Wolf VOSTELL. 
Signed Postcard sent by Vostell to Hansjoachim Dietrich – ‘Moon Shot 1969 - Apollo 11’. 
(1969). 
(10.4 x 15 cm). 
With message written in black pen on verso. 
$ 600  
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
49.  Lawrence WEINER. 
The Travel Of Margaret - Mary (In Search Of A Suitable Mise - En - Scene) Ducks On A 
Pond. 
Ghent. Imschoot, Uitgevers for IC. 1988. 
(21.6 x 15.2 cm). Text in English. Photographs by the Moved Pictures Archive and Frank 
Vellenga. 52 pages with numerous illustrations, photos, and diagrams. Publisher’s cloth, colour 
printed dust-jacket. Published in an edition of 1,000 copies, with this one of 25 hardback 
copies, signed, numbered and dated by Weiner on the initial blank page. 
This artist book demonstrates Weiner's theory of allegory. The ship motif sets the tone for a 
voyage that is a metaphor for the act of reading. Ducks on a Pond contains several layers, first 
of all, three works are presented in the book: The boulders on top rent & split; Water over the 
side; High out of water. Further there is a discourse on theatre/film and the function of the 
actor, a country-and-western song, the repeated picture of a ship, photographs of film 
productions seen from the perspective of someone standing behind the scenes, and a collage 
of drawings of sums with cropped maps of certain island regions.  
[Ref. Dieter Schwarz - Lawrence Weiner: Books 1968-1989. Catalogue Raisonné, no. 31]. 
$ 550 



 
 
 
 
50.  Lawrence WEINER. 
Beached. Video Sculpture by Lawrence Weiner. 
Hannover. Fernsehgalerie Gerry Schum. 1970. 
(14 x 30 cm). Mailed announcement card. Black-and-white photographic stills from each of the 
five videos printed on recto of card, with information text printed on verso. 
"Information about a work of Lawrence Weiner. / On 16. August 1970 in Holland Lawrence 
Weiner built 5 examples of Beached. / Each of these 5 visual informations is made in an 
edition of one." - publisher's statement.  
Each of the five actions of Beached consist of throwing, pulling, lifting, dragging, and using 
leverage. In the videos, Weiner constructed work by fishing pieces of driftwood out of the sea. 
Sometimes the task goes smoothly, at others Weiner struggles, losing his footing in one case, 
and a battle with a giant log in another. The card announces that a preview showing of the 
video works would be held at Kunstmarkt Köln at Konrad Fischer’s booth, October 1970.   
[Ref. Lucy Lippard - Six Years: The dematerialization of the art object from 1966 to 1972, p. 
202]. 
$ 375 
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